Porsmork Landmannalaugar Iceland.s15
geology and geodynamics of iceland - university of iceland - geology and geodynamics of iceland r.g.
trønnes, nordic volcanological institute, university of iceland iceland is located where the asthenosperic flow
under the the ne atlantic plate boundary interacts and further information - globaladventurechallenges the hot springs area of landmannalaugar to the glacial valley of porsmork. along the way is a varied landscape:
mountains in almost every colour of the rainbow, great glaciers, roaring hot springs and big rivers and lakes.
we undertake the trek in 3 days. at the end there is the opportunity to spend time in walking and trekking
in iceland (cicerone walking guide) - such as the classic laugavegur trail from landmannalaugar to
porsmork, as well as lesser-known trails, the guide is split into 12 sections that cover all the best walking and
trekking to be had in and around iceland's amazing and
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